Highland Books Style Sheet
Introduction
This is a guide Highland's stylistic options and how they fit in with word processors. The idea is that you download this file and start composing in this very file (or paste it in if you have already started). Once you are familiar with this environment, you can then delete our paragraphs and just keep your book.
Favourite formats
We use PCs rather than MACs and we find that Microsoft Rich Text Format (.rtf) and Open Document Foundation (.odt) files convert well from computer to computer. We mostly ask authors to submit manuscripts in one of these two formats - and not say Microsoft Word Files (.doc or .docx) or Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) files.
Word processor features
We find that using the style features of word processors is very useful while we would prefer authors not to use old typewriter habits or in-line formatting (except italics for emphasis). So while this stylesheet is set to leave a space between paragraphs, we don't use two carriage returns
Similarly, we expect the first line of most paragraphs to be indented but would not want to program this into the word processor style rather than starting with a tab character or a series of spaces.
Other inline font changes such as underlines and bold type are best avoided, though of course they can be defined within a style such as "Heading 3".
The table features of word processors are often useful for keeping materials in unequal columns and they usually translate easily.
Typesetting preferences
Mostly it's a question of consistency: so for instance we accept both ‘-ise’ and ‘-ize’ but don't like jumping from one to other in the same book!
Direct speech
Use “double quotes” and then ‘single quotes’ for quotes within quotes
Metaphors ironies
Can use single quotes round phrases but don't 'overdo' this
Foreign phrases
Put into italics
Apostrophe
Use the old straight foot character [' on keyboard right of L] rather than the curly single quote. Don't worry too much if your word processor defaults to curly!
Capitalisation
Don't use it too much to SHOUT.. Otherwise stay consistent


